
Technical specification flat tiles.

The DTILE flat tiles measure 147x147x8.3 mm (within the given norms)

The DTILE flat tiles conform to the classification UNI EN 1411 GROUP B1B

The DTILE flat tiles conform to the following norms:

 EN ISO 10545-2 Dimensional features +/- 0,5%

 EN ISO 10545-3 Water absorption < 3%

 EN ISO 10545-4 Flexural strength N/mm2 30+/-50

 EN ISO 10545-7 Resistance to abrasion (PEI) 2-4

 EN ISO 10545-8 Linear thermal expansion < 7 MK-1

 EN ISO 10545-9 Thermal, shock resistance

 EN ISO 10545-11 Crazing resistant

 EN ISO 10545-12 Frost resistant

 EN ISO 10545-13 resistance to acids and alkalis with the exception of hydrofluoric acid

The floor tiles conform, besides the for mentioned norms also to the de antis lip norm DIN 51130

Talcum R10

Slate R10

Stone R12

The DTILE flat tiles are packed in a cardboard box containing 34 pieces, 0,76 m2. Net weight +/- 13 kg.

A full pallet contains 85 boxes is 63,5 m2
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Technical specifications construction tiles

The DTILE construction tiles are so unique that there are no industry norms or standards which comply.

However, DTILE guarantees that: the DTILE construction tiles, can be combined with the DTILE flat tiles,

since they visaly match, and the material they are made of have the same characteristics.

Further tests are available upon request..

When ordering, one needs to mention the proper names, in this illustration the proper names are mentioned

DU outside cap

HU outside corner

ZU outside saddle

ZI inside saddle

HI inside corner

DI inside cap
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Function  tiles

SB blackboard

Sc socket tile

WSB white board

HH towel hanger

TO toilet roll holder

BT cup tile

KU cube

VR vent grid

BO book holder

GR butchers rail

MT knife magnet

GR pull handle

VH recessed corner 

VT recessed tile

ST plug holder

AF30 30cm drain tile

AF drain tile
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Colours

SNOW

*

GRAPHITE

*

JET

*
PRUSSIA

NIGHT

*

HERRING

*

AIR

*

GRASS

*

SEA

FLAVA

*

DANDELION

*

SAND

*

IVORY

*

CHESTNUTT

SKIN

*

PLUM

*

FIRE FIGHTER

ALMOND

PIGION

*

DEW

*

Shown colours might differ from real colors. Samples are available

Not all colours are on stock, ask for the lead time. * The Colours we have on stock are marked with an asterisk. 

Colours snow and pigeon are available as mat anti slip tiles. Other colours can be treated in in order to create an anti slip surface.


